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Su’esu’e Manogi is a search as well as a journey.  It attempts to define in meaning and relevant ways 

what is faasamoa.  What captivates is the openness with which the essence of what constitutes this 

epiphany is explored.  Tui Atua Tupua Tamasese Ta’isi Tupuola Tufuga Efi (‘Tui Atua’) breaks 

traditional taboos to share sacred folklore, knowledge and genealogies with Samoan and non Samoan 

alike.  Not to demean or denigrate, but to elevate the discourse around his concept of a Samoan 

indigenous reference.  Cultures such as that of Samoa, with their rich oral literary histories and stories, 

require the permanence of script to navigate the uncertainties of change and the fallibility of human 

memory. 

There is a poignant beauty in the way this festschrift is painstakingly pieced together.  Laying 

the foundations in the myths and fables of earlier times, finding resonance in fixed points of the past, 

delving into meaning, nuance and metaphor for greater insights and discernment before crafting 

pathways through the tsunamis of the present.  Some may well query the apparent rosetintedness and 

seamless slant of this inquiry.  The jigsaw fits too perfectly.  The rationalisations recreate absolute 

harmony: of cosmos and humankind; humankind and the environment; as well as among humankind 

that is at peace both with its constituent parts and with the whole.  A sense of the ethereal if you will, 

which risks being wrecked on Hegelian shoals. 

Yet these insights are ennobled by the compassionate spirit of alofa that imbues them.  For in 

drawing the strands of past, present and future together as fine as the ie toga of his heritage, Tui Atua 

engages the intellect, the heart and the imagination in equal measure.  It is a sharing of a self-

revelation that emerges from the legacy of the ancestors, living the Samoan indigenous reference and 

interacting with the wider world.  The synthesis which is developed is contextualised in Samoan 

notions of space and connectedness.  This is laid bare to engender discussion, debate and research, 

encouraging a deeper level of understanding about the issues; promoting fields of inquiry in new 

directions.   

The relationship between the Samoan indigenous religion, Christianity and spirituality is a 

complex tapestry illumined by the threads of understanding Tui Atua weaves.  Formerly, a dynamic 

existed which respected animate and inanimate objects: the concept of tapu.  The new religion 

brought by the Papalagi missionaries beyond the seas took no prisoners.  In restoring a little of what 

has been lost, Tui Atua demonstrates that a conversation is possible between Tagaloa’s creed and that 

of Ieova.  The starting point is the integrity of creation.  Although Tagaloa as progenitor and Ieova as 

creator assume contrasting roles, both seek harmony and balance.  Absolutist Christians would find 

this difficult if not impossible to accept: “Thou shalt have no other gods but Me.”  The 

accommodation lies in affirming that truth, while finding resonances that are consonant with 



stewardship and custodianship.  Tui Atua quotes St Augustine who asserted that truth belonged to 

everyone and was not the exclusive possession of anyone.  In Veritatis Splendor, John Paul II also 

deals with this theme.  It is no coincidence that the Roman Catholic faith, to which Tui Atua belongs, 

has embraced the spirituality of indigenous cultures.  But it is also about Tui Atua’s belief that the 

indigenous religious dimension offers a more empathetic and sensual connection with nature and the 

cosmos.  One, that ought to be harnessed for a more complete communion with the Divine. 

If there is a caveat one may be so presumptuous to offer, it is in the nature of the relationship 

and interaction between faasamoa, in all its rich and varied complexities, the Samoa of its dispersed 

communities and the host societies where the latter have made their homes.  Expanding the horizons 

of their fanua and establishing new boundaries or tua’oi often brings with them bewildering choices 

and options.  The discourses and conversations between and among these sometimes contending 

fanau, must be as adaptable as the fau and constant as tapuitea, the morning and evening star.   The 

process of redefining what is ‘Samoaness’ requires an inclusiveness at which many traditionalists may 

baulk.  While Tui Atua is not numbered among them, the tua’oi he draws gently but firmly in the 

sands of Upolu, Savaii and Manono may require reappraisal and more porous borders to meaningfully 

integrate those alienated for whatever reason. 

The nature of this bequest to our youth and generations as yet unborn is recognized by Tui 

Atua.  It is a dilemma when the siren songs of materialism captivate and drown out the inner 

reflections of the soul that are so movingly described.  Amidst those insistent sounds, there are 

moments, opportunities, for creating the spaces which incline the generations to meet in mutual 

nurturing and affirmation.  Whether age should assert precedence by virtue of seniority remains a 

moot point.  True, they be the repositors of knowledge in its widest definitions.  To that, a riposte 

need only be made by reference to a conversation once related by Margaret Mead to illustrate the 

conundrum.  An elder says to a youth “My son, I have been young but you have never been old.”  To 

which the latter replies “But you have never been young in the world I have grown up in.” 
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What is striking is the linkages that are made between those that went before and the 

challenges that face humankind.  Tui Atua speaks to the chasm that yawns between its rapacious 

appetites and finite resources.  The relentless pursuit of Mammon that grew out of the mercantilism of 

the seventeen and eighteenth centuries has delivered remarkable benefits.  But it has done so unevenly 

and inequitably, an imbalance that still worsens.  In this paradox, resulting as much from systemic 

weaknesses as from human greed, there are windows and doors for the approaches Tui Atua 

advocates to stream through.  He is realist enough to know that the solutions do not lie in an escapist 

romantic past.  What he signposts as possibilities, and not prescription, is seeking redemptive and 

restorative tofa mau to regain the tofa mamao that was once assumed.  This in order to restore 

balance, not of a fictitious, idealised precontact age, but between the acquisitiveness of our era and 

husbanding of our resources, together with reclaiming a pristine Eden.  It is about relocating the 

received wisdom of the ages in the here and now. 

Is there a place in a globalised technologically advanced planet for these perspectives?  The 

commentaries by Samoans, most second or third generation domiciles of the diaspora, provide varied 

insights.  The dialectic between Tui Atua’s philosophising and the scrutiny of his ‘peers’ makes for 



fertile cross-pollination.  The engagement between Tui Atua and the ‘jury’ of Samoan scholars is a 

remarkable interplay of cerebral expression.  The process is a liberating one.  Each commentary to 

some degree joins Tui Atua in redefining what comprises a Samoan world view, thereby helping to 

decolonise the mind as Franz Fanon calls the phenomenon.  Or as Toeolosulusulu Damon Salesa 

observes,  “exploring without apology.”   

The blending of the fragrances of the lagakali, mokosoi, yasi and sinu wafting on the evening 

air is an appropriate metaphor for what is taking place.  Whatever one’s views of the poststructuralist, 

postcolonial critiques of Fala, Lupe, Mamea, Peteru, Tupuola and Unasa; the philosophising of 

Avegalio, Salesa, Tuagalu ;or the pieces by Lealofi, Lefale, Refiti and Soo are immaterial for present 

purposes.  What is, is the talking to and with each other that Tui Atua undertakes with these scholars: 

an inspiring intergenerational sally and counter sally which enhances tofa saili, the search for wisdom.  

It is aptly characterised in Tui Atua’s allusive translation of the saying ‘e iloa le lima lelei o le tufuga i 

le soofau’ as ‘the mark of good statecraft is shown in blending idiosyncracy’.   

   This willingness to be accountable and answerable marks the generosity of spirit which Tui 

Atua would own as his lived experience.  That is only partly true.  The hierarchical nature of Samoan 

and other Pacific societies does not easily engender this frame of mind.  Rather, it is more a 

coalescing of factors, traditional, social, religious and political, leavened by a restlessness of spirit in 

Tui Atua which seeks to make sense of va, vatupuia, va fealoaloai  and divining the tapu  within 

faasamoa.  Undertaking this voyage in unchartered waters has been a revealing quest.  One’s 

imagination has accompanied Tui Atua in the giant outrigger canoes of our respective ancestors, as an 

ordinary seafarer under his command and suzerainty. 

In grappling with the multilayered dimensions of these ideas, one need not subscribe to all of 

the constructs that are crafted, nor with all of the hypotheses developed.  It matters not.  What does, is 

the search, the journey itself.  It is not a passive act, for the traveller is expected to interact with what 

is encountered.  For it is in that experience, one is better able to look to what is ours, as Samoans or 

Pacific peoples, to find a balance as encapsulated in the adage “pii pii ama, vae vae manava”, 

translated from the Tongan and alluding to the outrigger as stabiliser.  Balance between progress in 

spiritual and material wellbeing, conservation of the environment and sustainable development to 

assure our continued survival as vibrant and living cultures.  In initiating these discourses, Tui Atua 

has our profound gratitude.  Soifua. 

Me nomuni saka tiko na kalougata kei Filifilia Imo Masiofo Tamasese, ka tubu saka 

na lalaga kei na sautu ena nomuni vanua ena rukuni nomuni veiliutaki.  

Ni moce saka mada. 
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